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â€œA treasure trove of practical magic for both novices and more experienced practitioners . . .

beautifully crafted spells that invoke the alchemy of possibility.â€•â€•PanGaiaÂ  A leaf from an oak

tree . . . a wildflower . . . water from a sparkling stream . . . dirt from a cool dark caveâ€•these are the

age-old tools of natural magic. Born of the earth, possessing inherent power, they await only our

touch and intention to bring their magical qualities to life.Â  The four elements are powerful magical

tools. Using their energies, we can transform ourselves, our lives, and our world. This much-loved,

classic guide offers more than seventy-five spells, rites, and simple rituals you can perform using

the marvelous powers of the natural world.  Scott Cunningham was a greatly respected teacher and

one of the most influential members of the modern Craft movement. A practitioner of elemental

magic for twenty years, he wrote more than fifty books, including the seminal Wicca: A Guide for the

Solitary Practitioner.
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Anyone is free to write to our authors in care of Llewellyn. After we published Earth Power, author

Scott Cunningham was deluged with letters. Most people wanted more "advanced" material. Of

course, this was basically impossible. The natural magic Scott wrote about was simple and direct.

Scott couldn't write a more advanced version, but he could write more. And that's exactly what he

did in Earth, Air, Fire & Water.  Even though the first book still sells well (150,000 people use it), we



didn't want people to have to buy it in order to understand this book. Therefore, Scott made Earth,

Air, Fire & Water complete in itself.  That means with this book you will learn all of the basics of

magic, including what you need to know to make the magic really work for you. Then you'll learn the

importance of the magical elements and rituals and techniques you can do that are based on this

information. This is followed by information on nine different types of natural magic that you can do

for any purpose.  But my favorite part of the book is the last section. Here you will learn how to

combine the information on the elements with the information on the basics of magic to create your

own rituals for any purpose you can imagine! He gives over forty examples so you can see just how

easy it is to design a ritual.  Scott also covers how to determine the best time to perform the ritual;

how to combine the words of power or rhyme for the spell; gives a list of magical symbols; a

selection of mail-order suppliers so you can get all of your magical needs; a glossary of the

specialized words used in the book; and an annotated bibliography so you can know what other

books you can get to further your knowledge. This is an outstanding book, and one you should

have.

Scott Cunningham practiced magic actively for over twenty years. He was the author of more than

fifty books covering both fiction and non-fiction subject matter; sixteen of his titles are published by

Llewellyn Publications. Scott's books reflect a broad range of interests within the New Age sphere,

where he was very highly regarded. He passed from this life on March 28, 1993, after a long illness.

Very good. Some spells, Some meditations. No bad magick here. It's not just the basic elemental

but snow, rocks etc.. Very good book to connect with nature. And very little deity talk.

Like all of Scott's books, Earth, Air, Fre and Water, is an excellent study and explanation of the four

elements and their role within natural magic - what they stand for and how to embrace their energy,

and is complete with easy to follow spells that will enhance your living experience.

I miss Scott Cunningham. RIP you gentle, positive man.This is one of my very favorite of his

books.If you are interested in natural magic, or the spirituality inherent in the world around you, you

will love this book.There is nothing "dark" or negative in any of Scott Cunningham's books, nor does

he tell you exactly what you "should" do. Indeed, he provides a lot of information in a completely

organized way, and then encourages your own intuition and knowledge.It's set up well for

beginners, but just about everyone would benefit from his books. I don't care for the books written in



his name after his death very much, but this, and several others are simply gems. It's well organized

as well, with useful ideas.Enjoy it.I would also recommend this, and other Cunningham books, for

parents who want to encourage their curious teens into the positive side of "magic" where "do no

harm" is explained WELL, and negative actions are shown to be just what they are, as harmful to

the one acting, as the one acted upon.

It's a good book, simple, bringing magic into our lives in the form of honoring the elements. Beautiful

work. It seemed a little too basic at first, as I found that I already did a lot of the things in this book

on my own. I've seldom referred to it, it's nice to have around the house though. Can be very

powerful for those beginning to learn to utilize elemental magic. I recommend.

I had really enjoyed this book a very long time ago, & now I have my own...Love it...

I love all of Scott Cunningham's books. I highly recommend his books.

good read

Loved this book. practical, straight forward magic and information. scott makes learning witchcraft

and wicca much easier than other noted authors. not saying he's the best, he just don't do a lot of

pomp and circumstance in his writings. you're left feeling more at ease with your learning of this

practice and religion. :-)
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